The data-processing inequality, that is, I(U ; Y ) ≤ I(U ; X) for a Markov chain U → X → Y , has been the method of choice for proving impossibility (converse) results in information theory and many other disciplines. Various channel-dependent strengthenings of this inequality have been proposed both classically and more recently. This note considers the basic informationtheoretic question: given strong data-processing inequality (SDPI) for each constituent channel in a Bayesian network, how does one produce an end-to-end SDPI?
Introduction

Motivation and overview
The main example of a strong data-processing inequality (SDPI) was discovered by Ahlswede and Gács [AG76] . They have shown that whenever P Y |X is a discrete memoryless channel that does not admit zero-error communication, we have
for some fixed η < 1 (depending on the channel) and all Markov chains W → X → Y . Classically and more recently SDPIs have been increasingly popular for establishing lower (impossibility) bounds in various setups. We mention only a few of these applications:
• By Dobrushin for showing non-existence of multiple phases in Ising models at high temperatures [Dob70] ;
• By Erkip and Cover in portfolio theory [EC98] ;
• By Evans and Schulman in analysis of noise-resistant circuits [ES99] ;
• By Evans, Kenyon, Peres and Schulman in the analysis of inference on trees and percolation [EKPS00];
• By Courtade in distributed data-compression [Cou12] ;
• By Duchi, Wainwright and Jordan in statistical limitations of differential privacy [DJW13] ;
• By the authors to quantify optimal communication and optimal control in line networks [PW15] ;
• By Liu, Cuff and Verdú in key generation [LCV15] ;
• By Xu and Raginsky in distributed estimation [XR15] .
We also note in passing that SDPIs are intimately related to hypercontractivity and maximal correlation, as discovered already by Ahlswede and Gács [AG76] and recently improved by Anantharam et al [AGKN13] and Nair [Nai14] .
All of the applications above use SDPI (1) to prove negative (impossibility) statements. A notable exception is the work of Boyen and Koller [BK98] , who considered the basic problem of computing the posterior-belief vector of a hidden Markov model: that is, given a Markov chain {X j } observed over a memoryless channel P Y |X , one aims to recompute P X j |Y j −∞ as each new observation Y j arrives. The problem arises when X is of large dimension and then for practicality one is constrained to approximate (quantize) the posterior. However, due to recursive nature of belief computations, the cumulative effect of these approximations may become overwhelming. Boyen and Koller [BK98] proposed to use the SDPI similar to (1) with η < 1 for the Markov chain {X j } and show that this cumulative effect stays bounded since η n < ∞. Similar considerations also enable one to provide provable guarantees for simulation of inter-dependent stochastic processes.
The above (very partial) list of consequences of the fundamental SDPI (1) is our motivation. The question that we are considering here is as follows: Given a multi-terminal network with a single source and multiple sinks, and given SDPIs for each of the channels comprising the network, how do we obtain an SDPI for the composite channel from source to sinks?
It turns out that this question has been addressed implicitly in the work of Evans and Schulman [ES99] on redundancy required in circuits of noisy gates. Rudiments also appear in Dawson [Daw75] as well as Boyen and Koller [BK98] .
In this note we will first demonstrate the essentials of Evans-Schulman technique and then extend it to treating Dobrushin coefficients and the so-called F I -curves, which give the best possible data processing inequality. First, however, we need to set the stage by introducing the technical background.
Background: contraction coefficients of Markov kernels
The observation that multiplying a componentwise non-negative vector by a stochastic matrix results in a vector that is "more uniform" dates back to Birkhoff [Bir57] , if not earlier. We will not discuss here this type of distance-contraction (sometimes known as geometric ergodicity). Instead, we will be interested in contraction of statistical distances and information measures.
Fix a transition probability kernel (channel) P Y |X : X → Y acting between two measure spaces. We denote by P Y |X • P the distribution on Y induced by the pushforward of the distribution P , which is the distribution of the output Y when the input X is distributed according to P , and by P ×P Y |X the joint distribution P XY if P X = P . We also denote by P Y |X •P Z|Y the serial composition of channels. Let f : R + → R be a convex function with f (1) = 0 and let
denote the corresponding f -divergence, cf. [Csi67] . Define:
For f (x) = |x − 1|, f (x) = (x − 1) 2 and f (x) = x log x we will write η TV , η χ 2 and η KL , respectively. In particular, η TV is known as the Dobrushin's coefficient of the kernel P Y |X , which is one of the main tools for studying ergodicity property of Markov chains as well as Gibbs measures. Dobrushin [Dob56] showed that supremum in the definition of η TV can be restricted to point masses, namely,
thus providing a simple criterion for strong ergodicity of Markov processes. Moreover, all other contraction coefficients are upper-bounded by the Dobrushin's coefficient η TV (see [CKZ98, Proposition II.4 .10]):
and this inequality is typically strict. In the opposite direction it can be shown, cf. [CKZ98, Proposition II.6.15], 
which was first obtained in [AG76] using different methods. Rather naturally, we also have [CKZ98, Proposition II.4.12]:
for any non-linear f . As an illustrating example, for the binary symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover probability δ, where X ∈ {0, 1} and Y = X with probability 1 − δ and 1 − X with probability 1 − δ, we have cf.
[AG76]
There are many known characterizations of η KL , such as the following one in terms of the contraction of mutual information (cf. [CK81, Exercise III.2.12]):
where the supremum is over all Markov chains U → X → Y with fixed P Y |X (or equivalently, over all joint distributions P XU ). Another characterization, cf. (6) and Sarmanov [Sar58] , is
where ρ(·, ·) is the correlation coefficient and supremum is over P XY with a fixed P Y |X and realvalued square-integrable f (X), g(Y ).
What should one do if η KL = 1 for the channel of interest? This situation in fact arises in very basic settings, such as the additive-noise Gaussian channel under the moment-constraint on the inputs (cf. [PW15, Theorem 9, Section 4.5]), where the mutual information does not contract linearly as in (8), but can still contract non-linearly. In such cases, establishing a strong-data processing inequality can be done by following the joint-range idea of Harremoës and Vajda [HV11] . Namely, we aim to find (or bound) the best possible data-processing function F I defined as follows.
Definition 1 (F I -curve). Fix P Y |X and define
Equivalently, the supremum is taken over all joint distributions P U XY with a given conditional
The significance of the function F I is that it gives the optimal input-independent strong data processing inequality:
is decreasing (see, e.g., [CPW15, Section I]). See [CPW15] for bounds and expressions for BSC and Gaussian channels.
Organization
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the essence of the Evans-Schulman method and derive upper bounds on the mutual information contraction coefficient η KL for Bayesian networks (directed graphical models). Then in Section 3 we derive similar estimates for Dobrushin's coefficient η TV that governs the contraction of the total variation. Finally, Section 4 extends the technique to bounding the F I -curves. To demonstrate the general bounds we consider the running example of P Y |X being an n-letter BSC.
Contraction of mutual information in networks
We start by defining a Bayesian network (also known as a directed graphical model). Let G be a finite directed acyclic graph with set of vertices {Y v : v ∈ V} denoting random variables taking values in a fixed finite alphabet. 1 We assume that each vertex Y v is associated with a conditional distribution P Yv|Y pa(v) where pa(v) denotes parents of v, with the exception of one special "source" node X that has no inbound edges (there may be other nodes without inbound edges, but those have to have their marginals specified). Notice that if V ⊂ V is an arbitrary set of nodes we can progressively chain together all the random transformations and compute unequivocally P V |X (here and below we use V and Y V = {Y v : v ∈ V } interchangeably). We assume that vertices in V are topologically sorted so that v 1 > v 2 implies there is no path from v 1 to v 2 . Associated to each node we also define
See the excellent book of Lauritzen [Lau96] for a thorough introduction to a graphical model language of specifying conditional independencies.
The following result can be distilled from [ES99] :
In particular, if
Proof. Consider an arbitrary random variable U such that
Without loss of generality we may assume A does not contain X: indeed, if A includes X then we can introduce a fake node X ′ such that X ′ = X and include X ′ into A instead of X. Relevant conditional independencies are encoded in the following model:
From the characterization (8) it is sufficient to show
Denote B = V \pa(W ) and C = V ∩ pa(W ). Then pa(W ) = (A, C) and V = (B, C). To verify (11) notice that by assumption we have
Therefore conditioned on V we have the Markov chain
and the channel A → W is a restriction of the original P W |pa(W ) to a subset of the inputs. Indeed, P W |A,V = P W |pa(W ),B = P W |pa(W ) by assumption of the graphical model. Thus, for every realization v = (b, c) of V , we have P W |A=a,V =v = P W |A=a,C=c and therefore
where the last inequality uses the following property of the contraction coefficient which easily follows from either (2) or (8): sup
Averaging both sides of (12) over v ∼ P V and using the definition η W = η(P W |pa(W ) ) = η(P W |A,C ), we have
Adding I(U ; V ) to both sides yields (11).
Theorem 1 allows us to estimate contraction coefficients in arbitrary (finite) networks by peeling off last nodes one by one. Next we derive a few corollaries:
Corollary 2. Consider a fixed (single-letter) channel P Y |X and assume that it is used repeatedly and with perfect feedback to send information from W to (Y 1 , . . . , Y n ). That is, we have for some encoder functions f j
and the overall structure is given by the graphical model:
Then we have for the overall kernel:
Proof. Apply Theorem 1 n times.
Let us call a path π = {X, · · · , v} with v ∈ V to be shortcut-free from X to V , denoted X sf → V , if there does not exist another path π ′ from X to any node in V such that π ′ is a subset of π. (In particular v necessarily is the first node in V that π visits.) Also for every path π = (X, v 1 , . . . , v m ) we define
Corollary 3. For any subset V we have
In particular, we have the estimate of Evans-Schulman [ES99] :
Proof. First notice the following two self-evident observations:
1. If A and B are disjoint sets of nodes, then
2. Let π : X → V and π 1 be π without the last node, then
Now represent V = (V ′ , W ) with W > V ′ , denote P = pa(W ) \ V and assume (by induction) that
By (17) and (18) we have
Then by Theorem 1 and induction hypotheses (19)-(20) we get
where in (24) we applied (17) and split summation over π : X sf → V ′ into paths that avoid and pass nodes in P . Comparing (22) and (25) the conclusion follows.
Both estimates (15) and (16) are compared to that of Theorem 1 in Fig. 1 
Parallel channels
Parallel channels with feedback
Figure 1: Comparing bounds on contraction coefficient η KL (P Y |X ). For simplicity, we assume that the η KL coefficients of all constituent kernels are bounded from above by η.
Evaluation for the BSC
For the n-letter BSC we have P Y |X : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} n defined as
By (7), for n = 1 we have η KL = (1 − 2δ) 2 . Then by Corollary 2 we have for arbitrary n:
A simple lower-bound for η KL can be obtained by considering (8) and taking U ∼ Bern(1/2) and U → X being an n-letter repetition code. Denoting 2 ǫ = P[|Z| ≥ n/2] to be the probability of error for the maximal likelihood decoding of U based on Y , which satisfies the Chernoff bound ǫ ≤ (4δ(1 − δ)) n/2 . We have from Jensen's inequality
and thus
Comparing (26) and (27) we see that η KL → 1 exponentially fast. The exact value of the exponent is not known to us and would be rather interesting to obtain.
Dobrushin's coefficients in networks
The proof of Theorem 1 relies on the characterization (8) of η KL via mutual information, which satisfies the chain rule. Neither of these two properties is enjoyed by the total variation. Nevertheless, the following is an exact counterpart of Theorem 1 for total variation. Theorem 4. Under the same assumption of Theorem 1,
where
Proof. Fix x,x and denote by P (resp. Q) the distribution conditioned on X = x (resp. x ′ ). Denote U = pa(W ). The goal is to show
which, by the arbitrariness of x, x ′ and in view of the characterization of η in (3), yields the desired (28). By Lemma 10 in Appendix A, there exists a coupling of P ZV and Q ZV , denoted by
simultaneously (that is, this coupling is jointly optimal for the total variation of the joint distributions and one pair of marginals). Conditioned on Z = z and Z ′ = z ′ and independently of V V ′ , let W W ′ be distributed according to a maximal coupling of the conditional laws P W |Z=z and P W |Z=z ′ (recall that
Therefore we have
Multiplying both sides by π[V = V ′ ] and then adding π[V = V ′ ], we obtain
where the LHS is lower bounded by TV(P W V , Q W V ) and the equality is due to the choice of π. This yields the desired (29), completing the proof.
As a consequence of Theorem 4, both Corollary 2 and 3 extend to total variation verbatim with η KL replaced by η TV :
Corollary 5. In the setting of Corollary 2 we have
Corollary 6. In the setting of Corollary 3 we have
where for any path π = (X,
Evaluation for the BSC
For the n-letter BSC we have P Y |X : F n 2 → F n 2 defined as
By Dobrushin's characterization (3), we have
where (36) follows from the sufficiency of |Z| for testing the two distributions, (37) follows from TV(P, Q) = 1 − P ∧ Q and (38) follows from standard binomial tail estimates (see, e.g., [Ash65, Lemma 4.7.2]). The above sharp estimate should be compared to the bound obtained by applying Corollary 5:
Although (39) correctly predicts the exponential convergence of η TV → 1 whenever δ < 1 2 , the exponent estimated is not optimal.
Bounding F I -curves in networks
In this section our goal is to produce bounds on F I -curves of a Bayesian network F V |X . As before, we want to express an upper bound on F V |X in terms of F I -curves of constituent channels, or F v|pa(v) where v ranges over the vertices of the network. Since, in general, the exact expression F v|pa(v) may be hard to obtain, we allow to replace it with any concave upper bound Φ v . The resulting bound is as follows:
Theorem 7. In the setting of Theorem 1, let Φ W (t) be a concave function upper-bounding the F I -curve of W , namely,
If F V |X and F pa(W ),V |X are concave, the right-hand side of (40) is non-negative, concave, nondecreasing and upper bounded by the identity mapping id.
Remark 1. Since F pa(W ),V |X ≤ id, we obtain the following relaxation of (40):
Consequently, if each channel in the network has non-trivial F I -curve, i.e., F v|pa(v) < id for all v ∈ V, then any channel X → V has a strict contractive property, i.e., F V |X < id. Furthermore, taking Φ W (t) = η W t, noting the fact that F ′ V |X (0) = η KL (P V |X ) and taking the derivative on both sides of (40) we see that the latter implies (10).
Proof. We first show that for any F I -curve t → t − F I (t) is non-decreasing. Indeed, it is known, cf. [CPW15, Section I], that t →
is non-increasing. Thus, for t 1 < t 2 we have
where the last step follows from the fact that F I (t) ≤ t. Similarly, for any concave function Φ :
and therefore, the argument above implies t → t − Φ(t) is non-decreasing.
Let P U X be such that I(U ; V ) ≤ t and I(U ; W, V ) = F V,W |X (t). By the same argument that leads to (14) we obtain
Averaging over v 0 ∼ P V and applying Jensen's inequality we get
Therefore,
where (47) and (48) follows from the facts that t → F W |pa(W ) (t) and t → t − F W |pa(W ) (t) are both increasing. Finally, the properties of the right-hand side of (40) follow from the fact that (a, b) → a + Φ W (b − a) is non-decreasing in both a and b and from concavity of Φ W .
Corollary 8. In the setting of Corollary 2 we have
where ψ (1) = ψ, ψ (k+1) = ψ (k) • ψ and ψ : R + → R + is a convex function upper-bounding F I -curve for the single-letter channel:
Proof. Case of n = 1 follows from assumptions on ψ. The case of n > 1 is proved by induction, with induction step being an application of Theorem 7 with V = Y n−1 and W = Y n .
Evaluation for the BSC
For n = 1 it was shown in [CPW15] that the F I -curve is given by
where ψ(t) is the convex, increasing function
Applying Corollary 8 to the BSC channel we get the following:
∼ Bern(δ) be independent of U . For any (encoder) functions f j , j = 1, . . . , n, define
Remark 2. Estimate (50) was first shown by A. Samorodnitsky (private communication) under three conditions: a) W ∼ Bern(1/2); b) x n → P X n |W (x n |1) -monotone and c) functions f j do not depend on y j−1 (no feedback). We have then observed that Evans-Schulman technique yields it generally.
Since ψ(t) = 4δ(1 − δ)t + o(t) as t → 0 we get
as n → ∞ for any fixed t. A simple lower bound, for comparison purposes, can be inferred from (27) after noticing that in the example we have I(U ; X) = 1, and so
This shows that the bound of Proposition 9 is order-optimal: F (t) → t exponentially fast. The precise exponent (as for the exponent with which η KL (P Y |X ) tends to one) remains unknown. As another point of comparison, we note the following. Denote the F I -curve for the blocklength n BSC channel by F n (t). Existence of capacity-achieving error-correcting codes then easily implies
where C = 1 − h(δ) is the Shannon capacity. Since for t > 1 we have ψ(t) = t − C one can show that lim n→∞ 1 n ψ (n) (nθ) = |θ − C| + , and therefore we conclude that in this sense the bound (50) is asymptotically tight.
where the first condition is redundant given the range of f, g. In summary, the maximum on the right-hand side of (52) can be taken over all f, g satisfying the following constraints: 
The optimization problem in the bracket on the RHS of (54) can be solved using the following lemma:
Lemma 11. Let p, q ≥ 0. Let (x) + max{x, 0}. Then 
Proof. First we show that it suffices to consider φ = ψ. Given any feasible pair (φ, ψ), set φ ′ = max{φ, inf ψ}. 
Since π{(X, Y ) = (X ′ , Y ′ )} ≥ TV(P XY , Q XY ) and π{X = X ′ } ≥ TV(P X , Q X ) for any π, the minimizer of the sum on the left-hand side achieves equality simultaneously for both terms, proving the theorem.
